THE PRACTICING FORESTERS INSTITUTE

Announcement of Grant Funds

The Practicing Foresters Institute (PFI) announces the availability of Grant Funds.

The PFI Trust Fund was formed exclusively for charitable and educational purposes and especially to offer to the public and to practicing foresters educational information and instruction so that the public in general will be benefited.

Therefore, PFI will offer Grants up to $2,000 to publicly recognized and qualified organizations whose programs would fulfill the purpose and objective of the PFI.

Funds may be used to underwrite the development of educational programs, including the expenses of attendees and speakers, develop and conduct human resource surveys, write and print publications, and utilize electronic media.

Organizations interested in applying for Grants should review the guidelines for submitting a grant application, criteria for selection of grant proposals, and format for submitting a grant proposal. These documents are available by request from:

Practicing Foresters Institute
376 McLaws Circle, Suite 1A
Williamsburg, VA 23185
info@PFItrust.org
(703) 548-0990